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(1) To synchronize time so that one would be at a certain place
at a certain time while a global catastrophe is taking place.
and eaeh system is different for a different period of time, like the MIGRATION TRAILS of the past have been different.
' Legends clearly state, that the previous time, only ONE GREAT
SERPENT was used on the keeping of calendar time, while the present
time and date, uses TWO GREAT SERPFNTS on Calendar time. One (+) and One(
Such 2 concept or conclusion, staggers human imagination because
whoever' heard of a positive :E`orce(+) without a negative , or,
Q Cnr Battery that had only one pole to attach to the cer; or, e huge
Bearing weighing several Tons that traveled on 9. trace for several miles,
that Indian legends state, was used by Ships that came from
other Solar* Systems, to land on. Now! What kind of' ship will travel on
one bearing and remain balgnced?
As stated earlier, an American Indian expression or phrase of
THE GREAT MIGRATION, can be translated into english words of civilized
spiritual ETERNITY, or“, the civilized scientific word for ICE AGE. Just
where your thinking comes from, you can make a chose.
So, from the last ICE AGE to the Indian legends tell
that the 'MIND, RAIN, SNOW, LIGHT, HEAT, COLD, and
ELECTRICITY Serpents travel in pairs, which was not the same in the
previous world before the lest ICE AGE.
At the present time, any weathermen will tell you that there are
two JFT STREAMS north of the center of the Earth and two south of the
center. The Àmerican Indian went as far, to build TIME BUILDINGS et the
locations where the TWIN WIND and HEAT SERPENTS meet so they could be _
calculated. The TIME SERPENTS had to be expanded to meet the new world
conditions. One 20O days of LIGHT that was (+) and one ZOO days of LIGHT

